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Showdown.
,.

· Fans race to experience
Harry Potter theme park

UCF and UF will meet in December ~ the new Amway Center -SEE SPORTS, AS
Boating

opening-SEE NEWS,A2 _.

THE DUMMY

Stipends prove quite a catch

.MUMMY

Football alum passes out scholarships

IS NO

.I t

Wtzarding fun

Arepoi:ted"mummified''body on an
a,bandoned boat in the Florida Keys
turned out to bea mannequin.
The Monroe County Sheriff's Office
says~ young couple spotted what
they thought was adead body in an
abanqoned boat offSugarloafKey
on Saturday nightThey said it
appea~mummified.
~.;

CARLOS PINEDA
•

Editor-in-Chief

Former UCF wide
receiver Mike Sims-Walker added another accomplishment to his career
this weekend, although
this one did not take place
on a football field.
Sims-Walker, who plays
for
the
Jacksonville
Jaguars, hosted the first
Playmaker 11 Scholarship

award ceremony on Saturday afternoon at the Fairwinds Alumni Center. .
He created the Michael
A. Sims-Walker Scholarship Foundation following
the death of his father Mike Sims - who lost his
battle with colon cancer in
December 2008.
.Sims-Walker presented
10 finalists with a $100
book stipend and one student with a $1,000 book

stipend.
"He's a·very influential
person in my life," SimsWalker said of his father.
"Between him and my
mom, they're the reason I
am on this Earth. He
passed away hurting, and I
just don't want to see anyone go through the pain
and the 'process that he
went through - the can-
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ELEVEN ON A4

Mike Sims-Walker, a former Knight who plays for the Jacksonville Jaguars, listens
to speakers during the ceremony for his Playmaker 11 Scholarship on Saturday.
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Movie and pizza.event -.
btjngs ou~ diversity talk
JENNIFER RIOS
Contributing Writer

.m

In an effort to bring awareness 1to cultural diversity, faculty and students gathered to watch the Academy Awardwinning Slumdog Millionaire on Friday at the Research
. Pavilion, followed by a discussion on how intelligence can
be measured by what a person has
lived through.
The event was part ofthe Pizza
for. Peace Film Series, presented
by Dispute Resolution Services
and the Office of Diversity Initiatives.
Barbara Thompson, assistant
director of diversity education,
hosted the event and considered
the movie to be a great look at cultural intelligence.
"There is a reason he knows
what he knows:• Thompson said
when speaking of the movie's
main character, Jamal. "It is
because of life intelligence:'
The movie, which won eight
out of the 10 Academy Awards it
was nominated for in 2009, tells
the story of Jamal Malik, an 18year-old orphan from the slums of
Mumbai who is-accused ofbeing a
cheat while on India's famous
Who Wants to be a Millionaire
show.
The story centers around
Jamal's life growing up with his
brother and the experiences that
led to his knowledge of the questions asked on the show.

Breaking
news on
your cell

Get UCF news sent to your cell
phone. Just text the keyword
UCFNEWS to 44636.

AROUND CAMPUS,A2
\

..

LEARN TO MAKE
HEALTHIER MEALS
.Dietitian and nutritionist Meghan
Murphy Van Camp will prepare a
healthy meal that students can
not only preparethemselves, but
sample at the event. The event
will be held tomorrow from 4:30
p.m.to 5:30p.m. atthe Re~ and
Wellness Center.

LOCAL &STATE, A2

ARMY RECRUITER
ACCUSED OF SEXUAL
BATTERY
-~

Staff Sgt. Damien E. Maldonado
was arrestedthis week after being·
accused of sexual battery of a 20year-old soldier.According to
Orlando police,two other recruits
made similarcomplaints.

CUTTING BLADES
FROM CAT-KILLING
• -CASE HAVE NO BLOOD
According to reports released on
Friday, the blades seizedfrom 19year-old TylerWeinmanshow no
signs of blood.Weinmanisaccused
of killing more thana dozencats
last year.

I,

COURTESY CELADOR FILMS

Slumdog Millionaire, which won eight Academy Awards in 2009, was ajumping-off point for a discussion about diversity and intelligence Friday at Research Pavilion.

Democrats are worried about how
Older voters respond to questions
about the·nealth care Jaw and how
they'll vote In the mid-term election.
,

All likely
voters

likely voters

• If the 2010 election were held
today, who would you vote for?
Republican candidate

48%

41o/.
Democratic candidate

- - - ·33o/.
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40%

INDEX
Around Campus
Weather
Local &State
Sports .
Opinion
aassifieds
Sudoku
Crossword
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TODAY'S
WEATHER
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Undecided

-

19%
18%

11
11
11

percent due to
rooodlng

• How do you feel about
the health care reform law?
Favor
36%

44%

10
Oppo$E!

58".4
52o/.
Unsure

. 5o/.
4%
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Florida part of Roclc the Votes irµtiative

Older voters
leaning right
a 65 or older

PLEASE SEE
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GRETHA MCCANDELE
ContributingWriter

The Ramones, Madonna, will.Lam and Robert
Downey Jr. gave their support to Rock the Vote.
Now, the non-partisan,
nonprofit organization is
asking for Floridiaps' support at its first Florida Rocle
the Vote Meeting and
Launch Party.
The event will begin at
6 p.m. Wednesday at
Ember---Jn Downtown
Orlando. It will gather volunteers to be part of campus and community street
teams that will register voters for the upcoming elections.
One UCF organization
that will give its support is
...

,.

.

CFf ARCHIVE

Rock the Vote will be launching a campaign Wednesdayaimed at getting young Floridians registered to vote.

the College Democrats.
Director of Public Relations Lindsey Wellington
said the group met Rock

the Vote representatives at
the Alex Sink Kick-Off
event on June 5 and realized they had a common

goal.
"We

realized
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News and notices for
the UCF community

'

:Develop strategies for
:answering tough questions

1utun

: Learn how to distin;guish between what the
:employer is asking and
•what they really want to
:know. Find out tomorrow
:from 11 a.m. to 12 p.m. at
:Career Services in Ferrell
'Commons.
, Develop strategies to
,help answer tough behav•ior based questions.
: Call 407-823-2361 for
:more information or e:mail
at
:career@mail.uc£edµ.
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The Centro/ Florida Future Is ihe independef11, !IUdentwntten newspaper at the Unifflsity of Central Aorida.
Opinions in the Future are those of the individual
· columnist and not necessanly those of the editorial staff
or the University administration. All content is property
ofthe frntml Florida Future and may not be reprinted in
part or in wholewithout pennission from the pobrtsher.
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407-447-4558

Editor-in-Chief
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Carlos Pineda x213

:Learn to make healthy meals

CFF.editor@gmoil com

; Licensed and regis•tered dietitian/nutritionist
:Meghan Murphy Van
:Camp will prepare a
:healthy and delicious meal
:for students to see. In
:addition, students can
;sample what Murphy Van
:<::amp prepares.tomorrow
,from 4:30 p.m. to 5:30 p.m.
:at the Rec and Wellness
··c enter classroom. Students attending will
receive 500 LINK Loot
points.
Contact Health Services at 407-823-5841 for
more information.

News Editor
Brandi Broxson x213

•

News.CFF@gmoilcom

· Online News Editor,
Meghan Lindnerx213
Online.CFF@gmoilcom

Opinions Editor ·
Monique Valdes x213
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· Opinions.CFP@gmoilcom

Sports Editor
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Ryan Bass x215
Sports.CFF@gmoilcom
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Jessica artin x214
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LOCAL
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Staff Writers

1

Michelle Dendy,
Matt Reinstetle, Kerri Anne
Renzulli, Christina DePa'ris, ,
Camille Thomas, Becky Jackson,
Jessica Campbell,

Keep local with headlines

you may have missed
,

Staff Photographers

Central Florida Army recruiter
accused of sexual battery

George Oehl, Rami Rotlewicz,
Tina Russell, Christina DeParis,
· Erin Drew, Rayma Jenkins

ORLANDO - Thirtysix-year-old Staff Sgt.
Damien E. Maldonado
was arrested this week
after being accused of sexually battery.
A 20-year-old soldier
said Maldonado told her
. to take off all her clothes to
measure her body fat, then
coerced her into perform~
ing oral sex.
; . According to Orlando
;police, two other recruits
[made similar complaints
;against the Army recruiter.
, In a separate account,.
•he faces charges of
:allegedly
fondling a child
I
•

Copy Editors

•
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Padrick Brewer and Tamra Martin

Graphic Artists

Cara Cooper, ·
Joseph Mangabat

Editorial Adviser
Michelle Yoffee
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MichelleY@SeminofeChronide.com
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BUSINESS

407-447-4555
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:Blades seized in cat-killing
:case show no blood ·

Advertising Sales Director
Adam VerCammen x204

Police lab
:reports show no blood
was found on blades of 19year--old Tyler Weinman.
: Weinman is accused of
:killing more than a dozen
:cats last year. Reports
:released Friday show no
;signs of blood on cutting
'tools, box cutters and a
blade found inside a wall
:in
his house.
I
,

Photo.CFF@gmail com

MIAMI -

AdamV@KnightNewspopers.com -

Distribution Manager
Chris·Biddulph x211
ChrisB@KnightNewspopers.com

General Manager
Raymond G. Bush x220
RayB@KnightNeW5popers.com
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LET US KNOW

•

11825 High Tech Ave. Ste. 100
Orlando, FL32817 ,

, The Future is working
~o compile information
•a bout organizations and
· events in the UCF commu'n ity for our calendar on
UCFNews.com and the
:Around Campus section of
:the paper.
: If you know of any
µiformation you or your
organization would like us
to include, send an e-mail
to Events.CFF@gmailcom
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LOCAL WEATHER
~ ; Tuesday
~
ISOLATED STORMS
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TODAY IN DETAIL
Today Today:
Afternoon thunderstorms.
SCATTERED Winds SE at 8 mph. Forty percent
T-STORMS chance of rain.
0

•
•

•
•

Low: 77°

~ \ Wednesday High:89°
~ SCATTERED STORMS Low: 77°

Early evening thunder
High:88° . Tonight:
storms, with forty percent chance

Low:76°

High: 90°

of rain. Winds ESE at 9 mph.
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One free copy of the Central Florida Future
permitted per issue. If available, additional
copies may be purchased fromour office with
priorapproval for $1 each. Newspaper theft
is aaime. V"rolators may be subjectto civil
and criminal prosecution and/or
University discipline.
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Don riles Ariz. gov.
AMANDA LEE MYER

•

.

.

Associated Press

PHOENIX - Arizona
Gov. Jan Brewer said Thursday she's angry over comments by Secretary of State
Hillary Rodham Clinton
that the Obama administration will sue the state over
its new immigration law.
In a June 8 media interview in Ecuador that began
circulating Thursday in the
U.S., Clinton said President
Barack Obama thinks the
federal government should
detennine immigration policy and that the Justice
Department "will be bringing a lawsuit against the act"
Justice spokeswoman
Tracy Schmal.er on Thursday declined to say whether
the department would sue
and that "the department
continues to review the

law."

.,

•

The department has
been looking at the law for
weeks for possible civil
rights violations, with an
eye toward a possible court
challenge.
It's unclear why Clinton
made the comment since it's
not her area. She couldn't be
reached Thursday for comment
State
Department
spokesman P.J. Crowley said
Obama and Clinton have
both made it clear that the
administration opposes the
law.
.
"I will defer to the Justice
Department on the legal
steps that are available and
where they stand on the
review of the law," Crowley
"The . secretary
said.
believes that comprehensive immigration reform is a
1
better course of action"
Brewer, a Republican,
said in a statement that "this
is no way to treat the people
of Arizona"
"To learn of this lawsuit
through an Ecuadorean
interview with the secretary
of state is just outrageous,"

she said. "Ifour own government intends to sue our
state to prevent illegalimmigration enforcement, the
least it can do is inform us
before it informs the citizens ofanother nation"
Brewer spokesman Paul
Senseman said the governor
was "outraged" and that
Clinton's comments make it
appear that the Justice
Department has decided to
file suit
''But she's confident that ·
in the end, the state of Arizona, the citizens, will prevail," he said.
On April 23, Brewer
signed what is considered
the toughest legislation in
the nation 'targeting illegal
immigrants. It is set to go
into effect July 29 pending
multiple legal challenges
and the Justice Department's review.
The law requires police
investigating another incident or crime to ask people
about their immigration status if there's a ''reasonable
suspicion" they're in the
country • illegally. · It also
makes being in Arizona illegally a misdemeanor, and it
prolnbits seeking day-labor
work along the state's
streets.
The law's stated intention is to drive illegal immigrants out of Arizona and
discourage them from coming in the first place. It has
outraged-civil rights groups,
drawn criticism from
Obama and led to marches
and protests organized by
people on both sides of the
issue.
The law's backers say
Congress isn't doing anything meaningful about illegal immigration, so it's the
state's duty to address the
issue. Critics say it will lead
to racial profiling and discrimination against Hispanics, and damage ties
between police and minority communities. '
Brewer met with Obama

•

PABLOMARTINEZ MONSIVAIS/ ASSOCIATED PRESS

Arizona Gov.Jan Brewer, right, is interviewed by CNN's John King, left, outside the West Wing of the White House inWashington, Thursday. Brewer met with President
Barack Obama today to discuss state's new immigration law that the White House opposes.

in the Oval Office about the
law on June 3, telling him:
"We want our border
secured." Obama reiterated
bis objections to the law.
Neither side appeared to
give ground although both
talked about seeking a
bipartisan solution
Other Arizona politicians, political candidates
and activist groups were
quick to weigh in on Clinton's remarks. U.S. Senate
candidate J.D. Hayworth,
who is challenging Sen. John
McCain,
called them
appalling; attorney general
candidates Tom Home and
· Andrew Thomas also
denounced ·t hem · .
Joanne Lin, legislative
counsel for the American
Civil Liberties Union, urged
the administration to take
swift action against the law.

Law raises stakes·in immigration debate
· Arizona. home to a large illegal immigrant population, 11<YIN has one of the US.'s sl1iclesl and most cmlil1lletSial
immigration laws. The law represents a growing trend of slates taking action on ilmlifpalion policy.

State immigration laws
Enacted • Vetoed
400 .........................................................

..
350....... ··········--·-····"····-······"·

300 ................................................
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• Criminalizes illegal
immigation by defining
unlawful presence as ·
trespassing, the first law of
its kind eYef' passed

Previous~ to passsimlar
legislalion failed ;i;

• Requires police officers to
detem1ine the status of a
person if there is
"reasonable suspicion" that
he or she is an illegal
immigrant; typically only

Under a section of federal law caled
287 (g), about 70 local agencies h 20
states (below>am gillen somefedelal
powetS to pursue llegal inmgaRls

250 .....................- ..

200.......................... .
150 ..........................
100..........................
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0201011CT
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There's so much in life worth celebrating: anniversaries, reunions, triumphs - big and small.

•
•..
•

And Walt Disney World"' Resort makes it easy for you to magnify those moments .
Just go to DisneysCelebrationCentral.com today and see what magic is waiting especially for Florida Residents.
M ake this the year to dream big .. . wish hard .. . and.celebrate at the place where dreams come true.
V

•

~

!

~< r
( l.!~~

What will you celebrat~?
fvAqy.SHEfWorld
'ZiJhere dreams come tnie
./

As to DisneJU>ropercies/anwork: ©Disney
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Eleven finalists receive book scholarships
FROM Al

cer, the chemo."
Sims-Walker's parents separated when he was a child, but
that did not stop Sims and Barbara Walker from raising him
and his siblings with the proper
values.
'~though his father and I
may have not been together, we
raised him together," Walker
said. "I tried my best to bring
him up in a well-rounded
household."
The 6-foot-2-inch, 214-pound
Orlando native who went to
Edgewater High School attended UCF and became a sensation
on the field.
Sims-Walker - who was just
Mike Walker when he played
for the Knights from 2003-06 · led the Knights, turning into
one of the better wide receivers
in program history.
His junior and senior years at
UCF were difficult for SimsWalket
.
His father was diagnosed
with colon cancer and had
begun chemotherapy, causing
him to miss max,.y games with
the exception of senior day,
when the Knights closed out
their final game at the Citrus
Bowl.
On that day, Nov. 25, 2006,
Sims-Walker broke the singleseason receptions record when
he made his 90th catch.
For Sims-Walker, making it
out of a rough neighborhood,
getting his degree and playing
football at the next level was
just part of the process.
With his foundation, he gives
high school students opportunities that he found hard to come
by.
His mother could not · be
more proud oLthe man SimsWalker has become. Her mes, sage is clear: It is b~tter. to give
than to reeeive.
"Today is a wonderful day for
me, and for him as well," she
said. "He has shown me the man
that he is..We just want him to
continue to give back, because
when you succeed, the more
you give, the more you receive."

•
••
••
I

•

'We just want
[Sims-Walker] to
continue to give
back, because when
you succeed, the
more you give, the
more you receive.'
- BARBARA WALKER

MOTHER OF MIKE SIMS-WALKER

Of the 11 finalists in attendance, Aaron Johnson of Jacksonville was thrilled to receive
the $1,000 scholarship from one
of his favorite players on the
Jaguars, his favorite team.
Johnson was dressed for the
occasion with a matching teal
suit.
Johnson's father heard about
the contest on th.e radio and told
him it was a good idea to apply.
Applicants had to submit an
essay of no more than 500
words or a YouTube video no·
longer than 11 minutes about the
prevention of colon cancer.
Before applying for the
scholarship, Johnson had second doubts. He felt that with
other students doing the same
thing, there was no way he
could win.
''It means a whole lot," Johnson said of winning the schol~ship. "When I found out, it was
surprising, but I am glad to
receive the award"
The event took place the day
before Father's Day, which
helped Sims-Walker get through
it.
"It makes me cope through
with the day a little bit better,''
Sims-Walker s~d. "It's going to
be a hard day for me tomorrow,
but for me to be giving out these
scholarships and putting smiles
on peoples' faces is going to
make it easier for me tomorGEORGEOEHL /(ENTRAL FLORIDAFUTURE
row."
Mike Sims-Walker, whose father died from colon cancer in 2008, had students write essays or make videos about how to prevent the disease.

.
•
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·erews drill deep into GulfofMexico to halt leak
RAY HENRY
Associated Press

,.

'We're just
treating this
like we treat
any other well
that we drill.'

ON TIIB GULF OF
?vlEXICO - Drilling crews
are grinding ever deeper to
build the reliefwells that are
"' the best hope of stopping
the massive oil leak at the
bottom of the Gulf cif Mexi• co.
- WENDELL GUIDRY
The crew of Transocean
DRILLING SUPERINTENDENT
Ltd's Development Driller
II was on track to pour
11' cement starting early Sunanother in a series by Hayday to firm up a section of ward and the company metal casing lining one of ended what could have
two relief wells.
been a good week for BP.
"' BP and government offi- About 50 miles off
cials say the wells are the Louisiana's coast, a newly
best option for cutting off expanded containment systhe gusher that has spilled as tem is capturing or incinermuch as 125 million gallons ating more than 1 million
into_ the Gulf since the gallons of oil daily, the first
Transocean drilling rig time it has approached its
peak capacity, according to
1,. Deepwater Horizon exploded April 20, killing ll work- the Coast Guard .
ers.
BP hopes that by late
Back on land, coastal res- June it will keep nearly 90
idents were infuriated by percent ofthe fl.ow from the
news that BP PLC CEO broken pipe from hitting the
Tony Hayward was~ a ocean.
It will likely be August
break from overseeing
~ efforts to stop the leak to before crews fmish drilling
watch his 52-foot yacht, the relief wells.
"Bob;' compete in a race
On the Development
around the Isle of Wtght off Driller II, one of two rigs
working on the effort, BP
southern England
"Man, that ain't right. wellsite leader Mickey
None of us can even go out · Fruge said the well has
" fishing, and he's at the yacht reached a depth of roughly
races;' said Bobby Pitre, 33, 5,000 feet below the
who runs a tattoo shop in seafloor. There's still anothLarose, La. ''I wish we could er 8,000 feet to go.
The other well is deeper,
get a day off from the oil,
too:•
but drilling superintendent
BP spokespeople rushed Wendell Guidry says it's
. _,. to defend Hayward, who anyone's guess which team
has drawn biting criticism will intersect the damaged
as the public face of BP's well first
'The main thing is, you
halting efforts to stop the
know, we try to keep the
~ spill BP is responsible for
the cleanup because it was guys focused," Guidry said
leasing the rig when it blew 'We're just treating this like
up.
I
we treat any other well that
"He's spending a few we drill:'
Ol;lce a relief well inter. hours witjl his family at a
weekend,"
said
BP sects with the damaged
, spokesman Robert Wme. well, BP plans to shoot
"I'm sure that everyone heavy drilling mud down
the well bore, then plug it
· would understand that"
The PR gaffe - yet withcement

,

ASSOCIATED PRESS

This image from video provided by BP PLC early Sunday morning shows.oil continuing to gush millions of gallons a day,from the broken wellhead, at the site of the
Deepwater Horizon oil well in the Gulf of Mexico.

A complex responsibility

A

Complicating the inquiry into the Deepwater
•
Horizon oil rig explosion is the vessel's
complex, international history of regulations,
•.
The sometimes conflicting regulatory directives
could prove to be an obstacle in determining· ·
who is responsible for the disaster.

.

Fire boat crews battle
the blaze on the
Deepwater Horizon,
April 2 1, 2010

fl) Deepwater
Horizon was
built in 2001 at
Hyundai Heavy
Industries
Shipyard in Ulsan,
South Korea

8

0

Transocean, owna,
Deepwater
of Deepwater
j
Horizon was
Horizon, moved
: leased by BP,
headquarters two year$ based in the
ago from the Cayman j United Kingdom
Islands to Switzerland j

Sourt:e: Chicago Tribune, MCT Ph oto SeNlce
Graphic: Chicago Tribune

Cl)

I

I

The rig was
registered with the
Marshall Islands at the
time of the explosion;
it had previously been
registered in Panama

Q

The Marshall
Islands ship
registry is run through
a joint venture with
International
Registries Inc.. based
in Reston, Va.

Q As a foreign vessel, the rig
was inspected by the
American Bureau of Shipping,
an internationally recognized
private company known as a
"classification society; based
in Houston
02010 MCT
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Florida's youth encouraged to impact voting
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doing the same things, like
voter
registration,"
Wellington said "It's something we strive to do every
day."
Rocle the Vote has made
voter registrations its goal
for nearly 20 years. In 2008,
2.2 million young adults
used its tools to register to
vote, according to the organization's website.
The organization hopes
to once again make the
youth vote heard in the
upcoming elections by
launching kick-off events
in five states: Colorado,
North Carolina, Ohio,
· Pennsylvania and Florida
The College Democrats
at UCF thinks this event is
important because it will
raise awareness about th~
upcoming elections and
will get people excited
because few people are
interested in it, Wellington
said
"Most people don't
know what the government does in their lives,"
Wellington said. "If they
did, they would pay closer
attention to it."
In 2008, there were 44
million people between the
ages of 18-29 eligible to
vote, and about 4.9 million
voted in the primary elections, according to Rock
the Vote.'
Wellington said most
students are not interested
in politics but that they
would be if they realized
that issues such as student
fmancial aid are being discussed in the Florida Legis-

ALAN DIAZ / ASSOCIATED PRESS

Florida Gov. Charlie Crist speaks to supporters at the Cuban (rafters Cigars factory in Miami.

Midtenn shifts

s.a.

Senatln
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1954

lature.

"Their funding could
get cut," WellingtQn said.
"If they're not registered to
vote, they can't make an
impact on the people that
will make a difference."
Rock the Vote's Florida
State Coordinator Blaire
Yancy said some people
- don't register to vote
because they're not in the
habit of doing it, though
they should be.
"Voting is a wonderful
right we have in this country, to participate in our
democracy," Yancy said.
"One I hope all young people will be a part of it by
filling out a simple form."
Yancy also added that
there's a misconception
that young people don't
vote.
The 2006 mid-term
elections had over 2 million more young voters
than the 2002 elections,
and that figure has been
steadily increasing.
.
The meeting and launch
party is important for the
upcoming elections since it
will gather people from the
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Alex Sink, who visited the UCF campus earlier this month, is one of the candidates to replace Charlie Crist as the governor of
Florida. Sink's kick-off event at the Cape Florida Ballroom is one of many aimed at encouraging young people to vote.

community that share the
same goal, Yancy said.
They'll be able to meet
each other, form friendships and build volunteer
teams.

Yancy said Florida was
chosen as one of the five
states for the kick-off
events because it has many
universities with young
people that need to be reg-

istered.
She has already found
UCF students to oe
"engaged
and
wellinformed" on her recent
visit to campus.
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--1 rea Ily need
a new roommate.''
"·
12000 Collegiate Way
407-277-7676

11651 University Boulevard
407-513-9000

11S01 High Tech Avenue
407-243-6100

CourtyardUCF.com

ResidencelnnUCF.com

TownePlaceSuitesUCF.com

• 123 SpaciousRooms w/doubleBeds

•99 Fully Equipped Suites

• 105 Fully Equipped Suites

•Complimentary Full Breakfast Buffet

• Fuil CablewithShowtime

•Complimentary Social Hour

•Outdoor Heated Pool, BBQ Area

in Vost Room;

•

..

'.

•Coui1yard CafeOpen for
Breakfast Daily

M·TH 6:00pm -7:30pm

•Outdoor Heated Pool&Jacuzzi

•Daily Housekeeping Service

h

'

~

!

t
l

•Pet Friendly

l1'\ pvi.1'\i-

· High Speed Internet Access

& 01'\li.1'\e

•2Meeting Rooms for up to 40 People

•Outdoor Pool, Jacuzzi &Sportscourt

'

I,

•Limited Maid ~rvice

• HighSpeed Internet Access
•High Speed Internet Access

A/13 locations withing 1/2 mile for UCF
located on University Blvd!

"The Marriott Way"

"'"yl-i.~e
To place your dassified call 407-447-45S5
or go to www.Knightnewspapers.com/dassifieds
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Cultural film leads intelligence discussion
FROM

In addition to the
movie. pizza and cookies,
Thompson distributed
three different IQ tests
among the attendees.
One was a typical standarcliz.ed test known as the
American/Australian Test
of Intelligence, with ques~
tions like "How many
weeks are in a year" and
"If Mary's aunt is my
mother, what relation is
Mary's father to my sister?"
The other tests - the
Chitling Intelligence Test
and the Reddon-Simons
"Rap" Test - consisted of
street smart-type questi.ans which can mainly be
answered by life experience.
Some of the multiplechoice questions included
on the life experience tests
asked things like what a
''Mary Jane" girl is, what a
''handkerchief head" is
and what it means ifsomeone ''bumped" you.
''The argument has
always been that there is
tremendous cultural bias
in the intelligence tests
that we use. and we judge
people's intelligence based
on one set of rules,"
Thompson said
Max Rapport, a psychology major, considered
the tests to be educational
Rapport, who had seen
Slumdog
Millionaire
before. decided to attend
the event partly due to his
childhood fixation on
pizza.
The movie, however,
· still elicited a response
from Rapport, particularly
: the relationship with
Jamal and his brother, saying it was difficult to fathom having to "trust your
brother, not knowing 'if
he's going to shoot you."
According to an article
that
from
Mumbai
. Thompson read, there are

,

8

Al
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'I saw things
I've never been
exposed to. I
didn't know
how much
poverty there
was.'
- DESIREE ACAMPORA
PSYCHOLOGY MAJOR

those who criticize the
movie as an inaccurate
portrayal ofIndia's socioeconomic situation and peg
it as another stereotypical
depiction of India's way of
life.
The article Thompson
shared suggested that the
popularity of the ·movie
was fueled by ''timing and
things that strike a chord
withWestern audiences."
Many at the Pizza for
Peace event still considered the movie to be worthy of its popularity.
''I saw things rve never
been exposed to," said
Desiree Acampora, a psy- chology major. "I didn't
know how much poverty
there was."
While there are those
who may not agree as to
the accuracy of the movie.
Thompson considers the
movie to be an ideal example ofhow culture impacts
what we know.
'We make judgments
on people because they
may not be armed with
what our definition of
intelligence is," Thompson said
. The next Pizza for
Peace Film Series will be
July14and will feature.the
movie The Color of Fear,
which focuses on prejudice and intolerance.
For more information,
visitwww.diversity.uc£edu.

COURTESY CHADOR FILMS

Slumdog Millionaire sparked controversy about the accuracy of its portrayal of life in India.

ADVERTISEMENT

You deserve a factual look at'. : ~-·

Israel: An Apartheid S1a1e1
Is there any truth at all jn thjs off-repeated calumny1
Only a short time ago, many universities, goaded by left-wing professors and students and their substantial Muslim
student bodies, "celebrated" Israel Apartheid Week in which divestiture from, boycott of and sanctions against
Israel were demanded. Is there any truth, any justification at all in this odious characterization?
'

What are the facts'?
South African Apartheid. "Apartheid," the DutchAfricaans lerm for separation, was the social order of
the former South Africa. It meant exactly that. The
Black majority of the nation and the so-called
Colored were kept strictly apart in all aspects of life.
White domination over the native population was
mandatory. For instance: Non-Whites had to carry a
"passbook." Passbook infringement could lead to
deportation to one of the Bantu "homelands."
Blacks and Coloreds were being kept from a wide
array of jobs. Black-White sex was a serious jail-time
criminal offense. Hospitals and ambulances were
strictly separated. Whites
enjoyed free education
until graduation. Not so
for
Blacks,
whose
education was strictly
limited 'by the oppressive
"Bantu Education Act."
By law, no mixed sports were allowed. Park
benches, swimming pools, libraries, and movies were
strictly separated. Blacks were not allowed to
purchase or imbibe alcoholic drinks - etc, etc, etc.
And-that is only a partial and small list of the many
abusive impediments that non-Whites suffered under
the South African apartheid regime.
Israeli Equality. To tar Israel with that kind of
brush is utterly malicious. The exact opposite is the
case. Not one single apartheid practice applies to
Israel. Israel is by far the most racially mixed and
tolerant nation in the entire Muslim Middle East.
Arabs, who are about 20% of Israel's population, enjoy,_
without any exception, the same rights and
opportunities in all fields as their Jewish fellow
citizens. The total equality of all Israelis is assured in
Israel's founding document. All non-Jews (which
means primarily Muslim Arabs) have full voting
rights. At present, eleven Arabs sit in Israel's Knesset
(parliament): Three Arabs are ·deputy speakers. Arabs
are represented in Israel's diplomatic service all over
the world. Arab students may and do study in all Israeli
universities. All children in Israel are entitled to
subsidized education until graduation, without any
restrictions based on color or religions. In short,
Muslim Arabs and other non-Jews are allowed
everything that Jews are allowed, everything that non-

Whites were not allowed in apartheid South Africa.
But, yes, there is one difference: Jewish Israeli men
are obligated to a three-year stint in the Israeli
Defense Forces (IDF) and serve in the reserve until
they are 50 years old. For Arabs, this service is
voluntary. Except for the Druze, hardly any Arabs
volunteer to serve in the armed forces.
Israel has granted permanent residence and full
citizen rights to a large number of legal and illegal
foreign workers and their families - from the
Philippines, . Eritrea, Colombia, Nigeria, and from
many other countries. Nobody, of course, is forced or
requested to convert to Judaism as a condition of
their being allowed to stay.
Israel has accepted a
shipload of Vietnamese
refugees who had sought
· asylum. No Arab country
has accepted a single one of
those refugees. Israel has
brought in about 70,000 black Ethiopian Jews, who
despite their backwardness have become fully
integrated citizens of Israel. Everything that Blacks
were not allowed to do in South Africa is totally open
to non-Jews in Israel.
The "Apartheid Wall." Another reason for which
left-wing ze;tlots and anti-Semites like to refer to
Israel as the "apartheid state" is the fence between
Israel proper and the territories. This fence (which is
indeed a fence and not a wall over most of its length)
was constructed at great cost in order to prevent the
suicidal attacks that had killed hundreds of Israelis
and grievously wounded thousands more. Thankfully,
this ''wall" is exceptionally successful and has totally
prevented any such attacks since its completion.
There is little question that this separation fence is
· the cause of inconvenience for some of the Arab
population. But it is an annoyance that they have
brought about themselves. And, of course, there are
walls for protection all over the world. The Chinese
invented it hundreds of years ago. Our own country
has a long, high, very sophisticated wall across our
border with Mexico. It is a wall, not to keep out
. criminals who want to kill Americans, but people
who want to come here only in search of a better life.
To call the Israeli fence an "apartheid wall" is an
expression of ignorance and of malevolence.

"To call Israel an apartheid state
is an expression of ignorance,
anti-Semitism, and malice."

,

•
•
••
•

Israel is a light unto the nations. It has, regrettably, many enemies - all or most of the world's Muslim nations
and left-wing ideologues who mostly hate the United States and who consider Israel to-be America's cat's-paw
in the Middle East. The reality, of course, is that Israel is the exact opposite of an apartheid state. It is a country
in which all residents, all citizens, enjoy the same full rights. All other countries in the Middle East are
benighted theocracies, ruthless tyrannies, or mostly both. To call Israel an apartheid state is an expression of
ignorance, anti-Semitism, and malice.
This message has been published and paid for by

FLAME

Facts and Logic About the Middle East
P.O. Box 590359 • San Franc/sec, CA 94159

Gerardo·Joffe, President

RAME is a tax-exempt, non-prom educ,itiooal 501 (c)(3) organization.
Its purpose is the research and publication of the facts regarding
developments in the Middle East and exposing false propaganda that
might harm the interests of the Unijed States and its allies in that area of
the worfd. Your tax-deductible oontributioos are welcome. They enable
us to pursue these goals and to publish these messages in national
newspapers and magazines. We have virtually no overhead. Almost all
of our revenue pays for our educational work, for these clarifying
messages, and for related direct mail.

Taste around our
new small plates
. menu of 30 items
from just s3

HOULIHAN'S
RESTAURANT

9150 International Dr.
407.363.0043
2600 E. Colonial Dr.
407.894.3009
8520 W. lrlo Bronson Memorials Hwy.
407.809.0900
1148 University ~lvd.
407.770.6990
houlihans.com

2 FOR 1 DOMESTIC

DRAFTS, HOUSE WINES
&WELL COCKTAILS

WILD MUSHROOM &

ARUGUlA HAlBAtAO

121

To receive free FLAME updates, visit our website: www.factsandlogic.org

+ BAR

02010 Houllhan's Restaurants, Inc.
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SPORTS With Finals out of the way, the real show starts

WRAP
BASKETBALL

MANUTE BOL,47, DIES AFTER
BATTLE WITH SKIN CONDITION
KANSAS CITY, Mo. - Manute Bol, a
lithe 7-foot-7 shot-blocker from Sudan
who spent 10 seasons in the NBA and
was dedicated to humanitarian work in
Africa, died Saturday. He was 47.
Bol died at the University ofVirginia
Hospital in Charlottesville, where he
was being treated for severe kidney
trouble and a painful skin condition,
Tom Prichard, executive director of the
group Sudan Sunrise, said in an e-mail.
"Sudan and the world have lost a
hero and an example for all of us;'
Prichard said. "Manute, we'll miss you.
Our prayers and best wishes go out to
all his family, and all who mourn his
loss~
Bol played in the NBA with
Washington, Golden State, Philadelphia
and Miami, averaging 2.6 points, 4.2
rebounds and 3.3 blocks for his career.
He led the league in blocks in 1985-86
with Washington (5.0 per game) and in
1988-89 with Golden State (4.3 a
game).
.
"Manute's impact on this city, our
franchise and the game of basketball
cannot be put into words;'76ers
president and general manager Ed
.Stefanski said in astatement "He ...
was continually giving of himself
· through his generosity and
1humanitariaq efforts in order to make
the world around him a much better
place, for which he wUI always be
remembered:'
Bol joined the NBA with Washington
in 1985 and played three seasons there.
He returned to the team briefly-toward
the end of his career. The Wizards
lauded him as a"true humanitarian
and an ambassador for the sport of
basketball'.'
"Despite his accomplishments on the
court, his lasting legacy will be the
tireless work and causes he promoted
inhis native Sudan and the cities in
which he played;'the club said in a
statement.
After the NBA, Bol workedclosely as
an advisory board member of Sudan
Sunrise, which promotes reconciliation
in Sudan..
Bol was hospitalized in mid-May
during a stopover in Washington after
returning to the United States from
Sudan. Prichard said then that Bol was
in Sudan to help build a school in
conjunction with Sudan Sunrise but
stayed longer than anticipated after the
president of southern Sudan asked him
to make election appearances and use
his influence to counter corruption in
the county.

The
champagne,
popped.
The NBA championship, defended.
Once again, and for the
16th time in their history,
the Los Angeles Lakers
were crowned the best
team in the NBA
But I hope you saved
some of that champagne,
becaUS('! the Finals haven't
even started yet
No, the real fun gets
underway on July 1, the
start of 2010 free agency.
The prize?
Only just some of the
most coveted free agents in
history. The list includes
two-time MVP LeBron
James, scoring champion
Dwyane Wade, superstars
Chris Bosh and Amare
Stoudamire.

RYAN BASS
Sports Editor

Oh don't forget about
two of the "big three" in
Boston in Paul Pierce and
Ray Allen. Then there's
scoring machines Dirk
Nowitzki and Joe Johnson
and some aging center
with four championships
named Shaquille O'Neal
You might have heard of
him.
The moment Kobe
Bryant walked off the Staples Center court hoisting

the Larry O'Brien 'Irophy
and the lights in the arena
dimmed low, the attention
immediately turned to
James, Wade and the class
of2010.
No time for Bryant to
even savor the title without
questions coming his way.
Reporters were thinking of
a possible Wade-LeBron
tandem
threatening
Bryant's run at three consecutive titles.
''What is it with you,
you want to emotionally
drain me?'' Bryant said to
The Associated Press. "I
don't want to think about
that Those guys, rve seen
those guys up close and
personal. I don't want to
think about playing against
PLEASE SEE

FREE ON A9

""

•
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The question of where superstars and friends LeBron James, left, and Dwyane
Wade end up is the first of mar\y to be al)swere~ when free agency starts July 1.

I

The Knights
and the Gators
will face off in
Amway Centei;'s
first college
basketball game

-

CARSON INGLE
Contributing Writer

When Amway Arena opened in
1989, UCF and the University of
Florida both played in separate
games on the first night of college
hoops in the building's history.
Now the programs will be pitted against each other on Dec. I for
the inaugural college basketball
game in the new Amway Center.
The specific details ofthe _m eeting, dubbed the Florida Citrus
Sports Shootout, were revealed at a
news conference· in Downtown
Orlando on Thursday.
New UCF head coach Donnie
Jones sees this game as a great
showcase.
''We're excited. about it," Jones
said "I know it's a great opportunity for our program at UCF to have
the presence of the Florida Gators
coming to town here. To have that
kind of exposure for us, right here
in Orlando, with what we're trying
to build at UCF, is just a great experience."
The venue to host the game,
Amway Center, is undergoing its
final stages of construction and is
set to open in October. Capacity for
the new arena is slated at 18,500.
Orlando Mayor Buddy Dyer
was at the conference and spoke
about the plan to host events of
high interest at the new facility.
''I think what better way to
establish the first collegiate
sporting
event

;-1

COURTESYUCFSPORTS.COM

UCF's first-year head coach Donnie Jones, above at a news conference Thursday, will have a lot on his plate when the Knights take on the Gators on Dec. 1.
than having a basketball game
between the Florida Gators and the
UCF Knights, my two favorite college teams," Dyer said. "Next
month in July, we will be announcing a whole host of events to open
the events center in October and
November. There's going to be
something for just about everyone,
but the No. I event

for Gators and for Knights is going
to be on Dec.1''
Jones will try to become the
first ever UCF head coach to win
against the Gators.
The Knights are 0-9 all-time
against Florida, last losing 89-61 on
Dec. 20, 2008, in Jacksonville.
The series between the two
Florida schools

dates back considerably.
The Gators were the Knights'
opening-game opponent in 1984,
their first season of Division I basPl£AS!: SEE STUDENTS ON A9

LAKERS WIN COVETED 16TH
CHAMPIONSHIP iN HISTORY
LOS ANGEl.fS - Purple and gold
confetti raining down upon him, Kobe
Bryant hopped up on the scorer's table,
shook his fists and extended five
fingers.
When he hopped down, Boston's
legendary Hall of Fame center Bill
Russell was waiting to shake his hand.
AGame 7 classic - and this time, it
finally went the Lakers'way.
Beating Boston for the first time in a
Game 7, the Lakers came up champions
again after trailing in the last quarter of
the last game oftheir season.
Kobe Bryant, the finals MVP, scored
23 points despite 6-of-24shooting and
the Lakers won their 16th NBA
championship Thursday night,
dramatically rallying to beat the Boston
Celtics 83-79 in Game 7of the NBA
finals.
Bryant earned his fifth title with the
Lakers, who repeated as NBA
champions for the first time since
winning three straight from 2000-02.
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Free agents arouse hope
FROM

AS

them at the same time. I
want to enjoy this for a little bit"
And a little bit is all he'll
get, because even when the
Lakers and Celtics were
battling it out for another
championship, the free
agent market stole the
show.
From James' interview
with Larry King, to owners
and GMs - most notably
Mark Cuban - being fined
for commenting on James,
the July I date was looming
over the court in both Los
Angeles and Boston.
But these Finals aren't
about titles or glory.
They are centered
around money, hope and

chance.
The money that New
York and New Jersey have
to shower the top free
agents in.
· The hope of cities like
Miami and Cleveland that
they can re-sign their

beloved superstars.
The chance that one
free agent can tum around
a franchise.
The possibilities and
dreams are endless.
Could James and Wade
actually play together on
the same court? Will Bosh
and Stoudamire follow?
James is from the Cleveland area and doesn't want
to leave his home town.
In the interview with
King he said Cleveland was
the ."favorite" to get his
services, but the money
might be enough to lure the
King off his throne in Ohio
and to a new pedestal, possibly in the Big Apple. ·
Wade is pretty set on
staying with the Heat and
has even said his intentions
are to lure another big-time free agent to join him in
South Beach
And that's all we know.
With the date looming,
. cj.ties are pulling out all the
stops to lure these faces to
their respective communi-

ties.
Miami-Dade county
officially becomes ''MiamiWade" county July L
A team of actors and
superstars have formed a
committee to try to lure
James to New York.
Even President Barack
Obama has made his pitch
for bothJames and Wade to
find a place in his hometown, Chicago.
It's a seven-game series
spread out over a month.
The last time a free
agent period garnered this
much attention was back in
1996, when O'Neal. Alonzo
Mourning, Allan Houston,
Kenny Anderson and
Dikembe Mutombo stole
the show.
Back then, O'Neal was
the prize.
Now, he's just an after
thought in a class led by
James and Wade:
The _real Finals begins
onJulyl
I hope you saved some
of that bubbly.

Stlidents won't get discount
FROM AS

ketball.
While this game was in
the works for months, the
addition of Donnie Jones
into the UCF program certainly pushed things along.
Jones won two national
championships as an assistant coach under Gators
head man

Billy Donovan at Florida where they're playing."
from 1996-2007.
Tickets are on sale now
Donovan praised the and range from $15-$100.
coach he is very familiar With the game being a
with.
neutral site contest operat"Obviously, the guy ed by Florida Citrus
next to me (Donnie Jones) Sports, there are not yet
means the world to me," any specific student ticket ·
Donovan said ·''I was very, allocations:
very happy to hear the
UCF Sports Marketing
news when Keith Tribble encourages students to
decided to hire Donnie. purchase the $15 seats in
He's a great guy and a ter- the lower bowl behind the
rific coach. I think he basket, For all other ticket
knows he's walking information, call 407-423into a situation 2476 or go to Ticketmasthere at Central ter.com.
Back in 1989, UCF beat
Florida that's
got
great Rollins and Florida lost to
potential and Stanford on the opening
great ability night of college basketball
with the size of in Amway Arena
the school, the
Come December, the
academics
and · Knights are hoping for a bit
certainly the facility of a repeat

A9 ~
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.UCF's Dew signs with

Oeveland, leave, UCF
RYAN BASS
Sports Editor

After just one season with UCF, jmtlor
pitcher Owen Dew has decided to try his
luck in the pros.
Dew, who was selected in the 21st
round of the 2010 Major League Baseball
First-Year Player Draft by the Cleveland
Indians, signed a professional contract
with the club, ending his collegiate
career.
Dew has been assigned to Class A
Mahoning Valley Scrappers, who play in
the short season New York-Penn League.
In his lone season at UCF, Dew compiled a 5-3 record to go along with a 5.89
ERA. He pitched a team-high 73.1 innings
and struck out 48 batters. He was the only
Knight pitcher to start in every weekend
series.
Dew's best outing as a Knight came on
April 17 against Rice, when he allowed
nine singles and two walks in 8.1 innings
to lead the Knights in a 6-4 win.
He was previously drafted before
coming to UCF by the Los Angeles
Angels in 2009.
·
They selected him in the 33rd round,
but he elected to stay in the collegiate
,ranks and play at UCF.
Dew transferred to the Knights from
Seminole State College, where he played
his freshman and sophomore campaigns.
In 2009, he led all pitchers with eight
wins, 14 starts, four complete games and
81 strikeouts in 91.1 innings.
Dew isn't the only UCF player to make
some noise this week.
Chris Duffy, who was picked by the
Phillies in the draft, was once again honored for his play this season.
The senior outfielder, who is a finalist
for the Golden Spikes Award, continued
to rake in the praise this week as he was
named a First Team All American by the
Baseball America and the Pro-Line Athletic National Collegiate Baseball Writers
Association.
Yahoo! Sports also tabbed Duffy on its
first-team ballot.
Since the end of the season, five AllAmerican teams have been released, and
Duffy's name has appeared on each one.
The Orlando
native
produced
a mon,;t
.
.

SIERRA FORD / CENTRAL FLORIDAFUTURE

Owen Dew spent one season with the Knights, compiling a
5.3 record. He was drafted in the 21st round by the Indians.

ster season in 2010, putting up historic
numbers. He broke the UCF and Conference USA records for batting average and
slugging at .447 and .850, respectively. ·
The slugger also smacked out a school
record 21 home runs and tied Bobby
Kiser .for the all-time record for most
home runs in a UCF career with 43. To
cap it all off, Duffy hit his first-car~er
gr~d slam in his fmal at bat as _a Knight
against Tulane on May 22.

Football
Conference
USA
has
finally
announced the kickoff time for UCF's
road game against Memphis on Nov. 27 at
Liberty Bowl Memorial Stadium.
The Knights and the Tigers will kick
off at noon, with the game to be broadcast live on CSS.
UCF has defeated Memphis in each of
it's past five meetings, with the most
recent win being a 32-14 victory in Orlando last season.
In that game, UCF running back
Brynn Harvey rushed for 219 yards.
The game will be one of six nationally
televised games for the Knights this fall,
with three of those on ESPN or ESPN2.
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How Do IText
UCFN,EWS to 44636?
You have successfully
subscribed to UCF
Knights.
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UCF Knights Football Scores!
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lilt Receive FREE, real-time scores and alerts on your cell phone from the Central Florida Future. Just text a keyword, like UCFKNIGHTS,
•CJI to 44636. For a list of o_ther info you can get on your cell, text MENU to 44636. Now you can be in the know while on the go!
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OUR STANCE

Tuition increase
necessary·evil
W

arning: The news
you're about to
read is going to
give you a bad case of the
Mondays.
As of Friday, we will all
be paying more in tuition
come fall. We'll give you a
moment to let that one sink
in.
On Friday, the state university Board of Governors
gave its approval for tuition
hikes for all 11 of Florida's
major public universities,
including UCF.
Tuition will be going up
15 percent, the maximum
the state allows.
Naturally, the universities
would ask for the maximum
amount.
Go big, go home or go
home with something big,
we guess.
It comes as no surprise
to us that the tuition hike
was approved. Budget cuts
by the Legislature had to be
replaced somehow.
Although we were hoping it wouldn't be from our
pockets.
There was also the fact
that Florida's Bright Futures
scholarship fund was running out, leaving even less
room for shock by the decision.
The state can no longer
afford to pay for your education through the popular
Florida lottery funded
scholarship program, which
many in-state students rely

·

on.
The scholarship will still
be offered, but say a student
receives 100 percent bright
futures.
The student will then
receive a letter from the ·
state saying "Just kidding"
and only get some of that
money.
OK, it wouldn't go down
exactly like that but you get
our drift.
Our tuition is divided
between base tuition and
differential tuition.
Differential tuition goes
toward things like improving undergraduate education and student financial
aid.
Therefore, an increase in
our differential tuition
means more professors,
programs and financial aid
for students in need.
Hopefully this will be the
case.
It's comparable to having
taxes increased. It sucks,
nobody wants to pay and
nobody thinks they should
have to, but in reality it's
better for everyone as a
whole. That sentence probably just gave a Tea Party
member heart failure.
We pay, we all win.
We see the point.
Do we accept it? Sure,
but begrudgingly.'
The price of cigarettes
went up, but did that discourage smokers from ·
smoking? No, and the

tuition increase will not
stop us from buying an education.
However, aside from
increasing annoyance, we
may see a large increase of
students opting for community college.
We can't blame them.
Really, there is not much
we as students can do about
the tuition increase.
It may comfort you to
know that Florida still holds
the title df having low
tuition in comparison to
other states.
People make assumptions that our tuition money
is consistently being spent
on new, frivolous things like
trees, benches and water
fountains. It's easy to raise
this argument when you're
really not quite sure where
your money is going.
In reality though, money
for things like that is earmarked and doesn't come
from our tuition.
So, get angry when you
see new things like this pop
up, but not too angry.
This tuition increase isn't
something to be thankful
for, and it is really hard to
see why the Board of Governors approved it.
Now that it's here
though, we urge students to
pay attention to where their
money is going and raise
their voices when they
don't like what they see on
the budget.

Thefuture encourages comments from readers. In order to be considered for publication,
letters to the editor should not exceed 300 words; we may edit for length. Submit them online
at www,Centra/Floridafuture.com or fax them to 407-447-4556. Questions? Call 407~447-4558.

SGA right to put

brakes on texting
A

..
•

11 right, people, we
don't care how great
the new iPhone is, it
is time to put it down while
you're driving.
The Student Government
Association is planning a
new initiative to target texting and driving, and we're
OK with that.
In the fall, SGA will be
pushing a new campaign
that will try to make students aware of the dangers
involved with texting while
driving.
This is a really great
move by SGA because it targets student safety, an issue
that has been particularly
poignant the past couple
weeks.
SGA wants you.to actually mean it when you say
"ttyl" so that "later" part
actually comes true.
What SGA plans to do
with the new campaign is
still a little unclear.
So far, they have thought
of creating bumper stickers,
key chains and T-shirts with
slogans that could at least
create awareness.
It's not a fool-proof
method, but it's a start.
There will also be a petition students can sign
pledging that they won't
text and drive.
We hope that students
Jho do sign it ~ actually

ver magazine showed that
take it seriously, as though
they were signing over their texting while driving can be
souls and must obey every . more dangerous than drinkaspect of the contract.
ing and driving.
We feel this way because
The study tested how
long it takes to hit the brake
no text message can be
more important than your
when sober, when legally
drunk, when reading an eown life.
mail and when sending a
We're positive SGA is
going to receive a lot of
text. The results were
mixed feelings about the
frightening.
campaign. .
The subjects of the test
· People might wonder
were slower at reacting and
why time and money would breaking while texting and
be spent on this initiative or e-mailing than they were
may question the necessity
when they were drunk.
Is there any other proof
of such a campaign.
Well, picture it as sort of _you might need that it's ·
important for SGA to tackle
an investment.
They want to get the
this issue with students?
' Dangers associated with
message out now, before
texting and driving is nothsomething really terrible
happens to a student who is ing new.
According to the Insurtexting while driVJ.11g.
Between the car-congesance Institute for Highway
Safety, 28 states have
tion on campus and the
dangerous roads in the UCF already established laws
making texting while drivare~, this makes perfect
ing illegal.
sense.
Besides, campaigns, proIn addition. many of
motions and ·initiatives such those states prohibit
as this one are not a new
younger drivers from even
concept.
using hands-free devices,
Even high schools in
with the exception of an
Orange County have taken
emergency.
interest in this issue. Why
Since Florida does not
not us? If anything, UCF
currently have any laws to
will be a good starting point protect people from the
to generate awareness and
dangers of texting and drivaction throughout Central
ing, it's good to know that
SGA is at least looking out
Florida
A study by Car'bnd Drifor our student body.

.,

JUST ll-llNK!
'JO.JAl<ETl-lE
TRIBAL LEADER
OF ,t..f6.lANISTANS
RICJ.!EST DffOSITS

a: LITHIUM!

DON WRIGHT / TRIBUNE MEDIA SE~VICE

·Temble drivers make
UCF a traffic problem
As a 10-year resident
lost a healthy fear and
respect for driving. It's
and UCF alum, I've seen
the traffic around Centhe same kind of healthy
tral·Florida go from bad,
fear people should have
for, oh, I don't know, not
to worse, to a nightmare
of epic, I-4-sized prodying.
Many drivers become
portions.
I can safely say this is
emboldened by the safety provided by a larger
one of the worst places
truck or SUV and take
in America to drive a
vehicle, and I've driven
SCOTT ROSENBLUTH on a mentality of, "I
in Los Angeles, for crydon't care if you're safe
Guest Columnist
in your smaller car
ing out loud.
People, from 4 p.m.
because I'm going to be
fine in my big car."
to 7 p.m. every day, there is an
accident on Alafaya Trail.
This mindset puts people in
harm's way for having the audacity
Without fail, you can set your
to share the road with these people.
watch to it. And I know there are
We all have places to-go and
circumstances and events beyond
things to do. Unless you are in a
our control that cause real accidents, but the bulk of what I see is real emergency, you should
people tailgating other people and respect otl;i.er people's·safety and,
really, your own and follow traffic
causing three-car collisions as a
laws the way they were meant to
result.
What I see are people unable to be followed.
leave an adequate length between
After all, a flipped truck or SUV
is just as dangerous, if not more
their cars, thus smashing into the
veh,icle ahead of them when it
so, than a common collision.
I believe there are people who
inevitably has to come to a stop.
• I even see full on red-light runtake driving seriously and r.eally
pay attention on the road, but I
ning, even though there are cameras now attached on almost every also know that even if you try your
hardest, you can still have an acciintersection.
It's painful to think of how
dent.
That is why it's important to be
much of my tax money may have
paid for those cameras.
vigilant. Don't text or reach for your
What is wrong with society
phone unless you are stopped completely. Don't change lanes without ·
today, when people's safety and ·
even lives are endangered, because looking. Common sense, I know, but
it has to be said apparently because
. of what? Haste? Or is it ignorance
of basic traffic laws?
not a month goes by without someDoes everyone in Central Flori- one trying to merge i;ight into me.
Even low-speed collisions can
da need to see the DMV safety
cause serious brain injuries that
video again? You know, the one
change lives forever.
with all the mangled bodies and
Let's all get to where we are
twisted piles of flaming steel that
going safely, and maybe we will all
used to be a car.
be able to relax a little on the
Or does everyone in Central
Florida need to be affected by the
roads around here.
Or we can drive like crazy peohorrible tragedy of having a loved
·one involved in a serious accident? ple and continue to drive up insurIt seems as though people have
ance rates.
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WHAT YOU ARE SAYING

Bros icing bros
needs a c~ill pill

There are no excuses
for not donating blood

Re: "another excuse for colYou forgot to mention that
lege kids to drink themselves into homosexuals can't give blood. Is
oblivion." ... or just have a little
being gay an excuse?
fun.
ANONYMOUS
ANONYMOUS

.,,
<)

\

Gays, needle users, drug users,
those visiting foreign countries,
those who are anemic, those under
17, those under no lbs, those receiving certain medical treatments,
people with small veins_that
leaves a couple people think._
ANONYMOUS

I agree with this article. Don't
ice! To understand the repercussions: youtube search "Rad Bromance"
Don't let it happen to you!

-~

ANONYMOUS

Looks like someone is mad
they didn't get to the trend first
and then get their article talked
about by The New York Times
and the Daily Buzz Morning
Show.
So sad
This kind of bitterness is the
reason nobody reads CFF anymore.

Where UCF fits in
conference expansion

2 Million people in Orlando
and 13 Million in Memphis ...
Eliminates Memphis but 5.7 Million in Houston vs. 2 Million in
Orlando doesn't eliminate Orlando
... Really
BRONONYMOUS
ANONYMOUS

Lol, yeah "no one reads it''

except fro "Brononymous" who
comments on CFF all the time
(with rather idiotic llnd unsupported statements).
Talk about bitterness, sheesh!

-~

..,,
'>

You know that USF will be
working overtime to keep UCF out
of the Big East, and they probably
will be successful Again we will
be left out in the cold

,snJDENT

~

·>

(!

ANONYMOUS

~
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HOW TO PLACE AN AD
Onljne 24 hrs/day:
wwwKnightNewspapers.com/classifieds
By phone: 407-447-4555
By fax: 407-447-4556

Online, phone, fax,
in person:
10 a.m. Fri. for Mon. issue
4 p.m. Wed. for Thurs. issue

In person: ll825 High Tech Ave,
Suite 100, Orlando FL 32817

VISA, MC, AMID{,
Discover, Cash, Check

OFFICE BUSINESS HOURS
Monday - Friday
9 a.m. - 5 p.m.

0

407-447-4S5S • www.Kr:tightNewspapers.com/classifieds
H

$50CKJ Corrpei isaoon.
Are~ rea:tyfor en rae:iJle

p.mey of generooty ;rd
cxxrpassoo v.h1e at the sa-ne

tine geraa1i-g atitia'lal rro,,e?
fll\Jst be l:Jet\wen 21-29. Healhy,
rm STOker.i:n.g user, wilh ro
am-.all:Ed<go.rd. Hegt,
Yaj'llµqior1iraeimwirgtJ
. lfilegl me::i:al & legal
~ We have me of the
rrost respeded ~ i:rogans in
the field of egj ctxmJn.
www.~oom
941-741-4994
inb@~

.,..
HELPWANTED
Seel<irg stu:lenttJ'MJlkasa
NANNYif'LAYTHERAPISfi:Jr
OU' sweet ;rd alledxra1e 5yea--old datj1ter wilh artism.
Good i:ay; 3) + h:lus per week,
Wiltrai'l.
Garg, eneigeoc.maea!M3
~ w i l l abvebr, .m
experierre v.a1<i"g wilh,
dictal sroud cal Ca!herine at
4079442214
Need Savers. El<perience req..ted
"WY IMltt1 Goodfala's i1 the Pttix
Plaza ooAlafaya & 50. RelaJle
deivelydivers as:, reeded.

~

BARTENDERS WANTED.
$'.lOO a day~- N:J
El<perience NEre,.<ay. Tran-g
Provii3d. /J{fiJ 18 +a<
!ro-96&652) ext. 1(J7
AIRLINES ARE HIRING -Trail fa'
ti(j'lpayrgAW!!i:Jn'Manena-ce

Ca-eer._ FAAcWOYOO proga11.
Fram ad' q.aifia::1 - 1-busrg
~ - CAI.LAW!!i:Jn lnstiUe

~

~-

-1'\

~ of MaillenITT:e (006)314-3769

Stat a New Ca-eer i1 Heal &1'¥.
Naoonal TlcO:l SchJol. Wewil
assst~ ilfnrg a JOB. 3v.l<
./
Trai"irg Prog!m. Naoonal
.Arolrllaoort (877)994-9904.

125 .

Muti-meda CXJl11l!l'T>' is seeki"g
oulsm sales reps i:Jr01crm
1m SllTOlTdrg Mla B2B
sa1es. flt> rilft or weekerd
sellrg. Ean $1,500 tJ $2,500
per wk a:mn .m rrore. Base
<XJl1TT1, benefils & bcruses.
Trai1rg Prog!m. Cal Susa1
@ 813-334-4718 CJ email
sictly@dyro mecBXllp.oom

MAIL DISPATCHER NEEDED
1D WORK FOR US . THE JOB
OOESNT ENTAILS ML.CH. ALL
YOU HAVE1D 00 IS
HAVE OUR MAILS RECEIVED,RECORD AND AL.SO SEND OUT
PACKAGE OR MAILS 1D OUR
CLIENTS. MUST BE
COMPUTER LITERATE AND
MUST SPEAK ENGLISH
FLUENTLY. FOR FURTHER
DETAILS 00 THE JOB SEND
US EMAIL
(~@ool.oom}

200
3.2-2 5 rm tJ UCF. Tie &
minale1bors.AII ,wiaru3s
rd.ded. Avaia:il Juy 3rd $
1,375.monlh + 1 rron1h sec dep.
Cal Gla:tys@ 407f,68-7600.

f.

•

100
125
150
175
200
225
250
275 Sublease
300 For Sale: Homes

32S
350
375
400
500

600
700
800
900

A

s·

413,22 lgllsil UCF. l..rgfrcd ba::k
yad, rro.oe n rea1y, posslil renttJ
~ mice. $17f,Qmo
904-501-1464
www.~
.oom
TCM'ITIXJSe Rr Pient2 BdQ.5 Ba~
mases, a1 ~ irdu:led. 112
rri. from LCF, W/0. Aval N:Jw.
$750,lro, Gall 4-0-7-3106583

a1m a.ssista-i Esselllial Skis:
M.61be oom:iEmJus, take
naive, .m have an l.¢ea! ·
· , peroonaiy! Teem ooerel &v.i pelbm an aray of aim tasl<s
(ljlrg, fil"g, et} Exrelent
CXllTT1'Ui:aion ;rd inlerpel'Sa '!II
~Slnrga.mnerSEMll
; r d ~ ~ Emal res.met)

CSpiuski@~.oom
Seel«"Q saneooe i1leres'8:l i1
!JC'M1l wilh axrparlfD ful tine
permcnert role.

RATES

Rate
ForSale:Automotlve B
For Sale: General
A
For Sale: Pets
A
Services
B
Announcements
A
Traver
B
Worship
B
B
Miscellaneous
B
Wanted

Poo, h's Hare!, aije, WD,

PREGNANT AND CONSIDERING
A!:XJPllON? Bra'd:xl ;rd Lisa
ae rea:fytJ ;rlµ en mil.

5
6

~
-5 llTIS. b LCF & vex;,
321-243-7170crDilet@ool.oom
"AVAILABLE THIS SUMMER"

Conla::t abrney Rebea::a
CaJalero (F!Bcr'#2B857), i:Jr

4

rrore i1bmaticn Please cal at

$425ml.g rron i1 h:use w.tlecn
q..iet, gaj ~ ~-

First issue:
Each addl issue:

Ratd

!!m.i

RateC

$9
$6

$J3

$19

$9

$J3

• Pricing includes up to four lines, 35 characters per line
• Offering a successful average return of over 85%
• Reaching UCF and East Orlando, multiplepublication
placement available for Oviedo and Winter Springs
• Enter and view classified ads online 24 hours a day

8 5
4

4 9
7

3
7 5 3

suldolku

8
4
9

~ crserd a, email tJ

rebeoca~oom
Some expenses pai:i

Roans avail for senior or
s,ackae sludert in lnmaculate
l'2 home near UCF. $400mo. + 11.3
util No pets please. Avail asap.
call 407-709o098.

M1=Wlffl!d. 1 room available In
flmlshed l'2 home on lake.
Walled Comm, 6 mins ID UCF.

Al~

$500tno Incl ullL Non-&!]oksr,
sec sys, pool II\ terns.
Avalable ~
-Emllll .
krislen@BlgTreen:.net or
Cal 23!H07-4448

5
9 4

7
5 2

.can

CONSTITUTJONGlRLS"

7
2
3

© Puzzles by Pappocom

Fill in the grid so
that every row,
column and 3x3 box
contains the digits 1
t hrough 9 with no
repeats.

Monday puzzle:
Easy /eve/
Thursday puzzle:
Hard/eve/

Solution, tips and computer program at www.sudoku.com
INTERESTED IN BECOMING A
CONSTfTUTlON GIRL? ff~ ae
en illeligErt. allra:1i\e .m ft
female l:Jet\wen the ages of 18-35
v.t-o is passb'1ale ci:loutthe
~ of li:lerty, the Umd
Stales Constmmn ;rd the ilea of
irritoo g:,vernrent gJ tJ www.~ o o m tJ 0018'.iJe
yru:1ry oli!

Female IOOITIT1ale wa-ted. Clea,,
cµet CXJITTTUily ard h:Jrre vay
ctJse 10 Ga'Tl)l.E. Cale, intanel,
CXJITTTUily imsrities, et
rowed. Please ca11 Rebea::a at
407-70Hl331.
Seel«-g UCF.NCC Stu:lert 10
share 2 boo 2 bath oot-ouse in
gated rorrm.rdy. ~ rd al ulil.
. Cal 700-547-3752

4 6 1
7

2

9
8

l~WANTED

SERIOUS snJDENT
Roan for rent in 4"! home in quiet
• Almaya Woods min. from UCF.
Phone, Cable, Broacllend. Fenced
Yri $550'mo. utiL incl
call Zach 239-789o241
1-bst fa,iy has 3 rocrns avai. fa'
femae Sli.mlls my. 2 slay
h:Jrre 1.5 rri tJ LCF. $475 util, mi
& WD ird. Cal Fely407-739-0183

Beaiilu M!ruslom d.pex, 2rri
i>UCF.1150::qfl.~rd.
~
. petsok. $1200tro
+ Soo D€p, 407-3.59-5001

~ Elv'C is seekirg ~line

..,I

Rate
HelpWanted:General
C
Help Wanted: Part-fmie C
Help Wanted: FuHnne C
Business Opportunities B
B
For Rent Homes
B
For Rent: Apartments
Roonwnates
A

100
EggDcnlrsNeoooo

.,

CLASSIFICATIONS

PAYMENTMETHODS

SUBMISSION DEADLINES

1 rooin avail i1 212. ~
Pme}. Pient $585 per rroo1h (ui

ird.}Tam:7f1~10-7.G1~11
rrichella'.:Jeg@gnaloom (Sffi}S000520. Female my
1 Room ava1 n 414 u Fa1
~06?9 '11 @ Sde--re Drive.

Great bcation, deai rocmnates,
l.agestwak-fl dooet cmrd.
$589itronh-<xJIJj gJ bwer,
g.mnteed k1.vest poce. Cal Matt'
@ (321} 279«i99i:Jri1fo.

_ TheOest <JIW~J..akes.
Luxuy Cord) 2x/2ba, WA:!, gym,
pool. Waler rd, $ 475rocmnale
Gal (407)247-6423

· UCFINE ORLANOO
Cobia Pti'1le Luxuy Apls
1 & 2 Bed'ooms Free W/0, pool,
fitness cenla', pali:Js.
2300 Ero1 Ci'. 407-679-fm'l

SellyO.ll'Books
Emal: l:rom:ney@gnai.oom

Write TEXTOOOK nthe &tJject
Ensue 1hci ~ serd the ISBN.
werepyv.i11-.124tu.rnwh
otra:

CROSSWORD
ACROSS
1 Lost in a good
· book, say
5_prof.
9 Attacker of seals
13 Length times
width
14 In the freezer
15 Blockhead
16 Jagger of the
·
Stones
17 "losing ground
quickly
19 Farmer in a '40s·
'50s film series
21 Go~erEls
22 Nabisco cookie
23 None
25 ·seeking a
municipal office
32 Disney loon who
traded her voice
for legs
33 Astronomical
time span
34 1V's kid explorer
35 "The _ is upr
36 Southern Calff.
daily
40 The Sunflower
St
41 Pok<ll' "bullets•
43 Hearty holiday
quaff
44 Letter before
iota
46 ·Extreme
introvert
50 Color akin to
aqua
51 "Auld _ Syne•
52 Knock out
55 Notified
59When the
accidents at the
starts of the

answers to

starred clues are
apt to occur
62 Atlas section
63 _ -skid brakes
64 Whirlpool brand
65 Dalmatian, e.g.
66Gone by
67 Shaggy Tibetan
beasls
68 Inedible
doughnut part?

DOWN
1 Knievel prop
2 Diva's solo
3 Chaste kiss

6/21n o

By Gareth Bain

4 Offer from a flier
l/ 0 J. s •s l/ II 3 . 0 H J. II 0
distributor
S I S I . 3 d 0 d . 0 J. :> 3 II
5 like old
television signals . S II 3M 0 H s ~ 0 S J. N l/ H :>
6 Fries,e.g.
3 , II 3 w• • 3 , d Vi l/ II J.•
7 -fi
0 3 J. 7 I J. s• 3 d v• J. l/ 0
8 Hamilton is on it
•
)t N l/
3 I S S 3 N
9 Designed for
l/ S 7 3
s s 3 ll J. s
rough terrain
10 Palomino's
N 3 ll l/ d d l/ II
stablemate,
, 3 n v- • d Vil/ A 3
perhaps
D N 0 :> 3 s• 3 N l/ s - .!.~J..
11 Mozart's•_ fan
H 0 a• s s v• s , v a N l/ S
tutte"
ll 3 a a o
.
3 N l/ , 0 MJ.
12 Old, to Oskar
14 lime and again
)t :> l/ d 3 H J. ~ 0 II 3 a 3 I 1
18 Idea's start
:> I N n
l/ 3 0 I • N 3 a 3
20 Coloratura's
~
3 N I d
3 S • 3 N l/ d
vocal effect
23 Camera function
Last issue solved
24 Seaside fiier
25 Indian princes
38 Hard work
53Tumerof
26 Roberto!
39 lime in the Army,
"Ziegfeld Girt"
"Spenser: For
54 Exposes
e.g.
Hire"
55 Pierre's home:
42 "Happy Days"
27 African river or
Abbr.
catchphrase
counby
56 Norwegian
45 Bunk
28 Pretend
capital
47 Jock's
29 Bumpkin
57 Iranian capital
antithesis
30 Spout speeches
48 Learns bit by bit
58 "I'm sorry, _ ":
31 Charged
49 Chekhov title
"2001 : ASpace
37 "(You're) Having
Odyssey" line
uncle
MyBaby" ,
52 Exercise, as
60 Flatfish
songwriter
wings
61 Singer Sumac

• -- ~A.
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Soluti_o n and new puzzles in next issue's Classifieds

Student
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•
•

Walk in:

•

,

•

ca\\ in:
407-447-4555

Log on:
www.CentralFloridaFuture.com

I 1825 High Tech Ave .
Suite # 100
Orlando, FL 32817
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·u cFNEWS

Do you want to get
news and ·~pdates
· from the Central
Florida Future?

•

Reply A to·set alert.

-~
-~ '

-~

How DO IText UCFNEWS to 44636?

,f,

•

..

Receive FREE, real-time news a~d alerts on your cell phone from the Central
Florida Future. Just text a keyword,Jike UCFNEWS, to 44636. For a list of
other info you can get on your cell, text MENU to 44636. Now you can be in
the know while on the go!

•
•

'

I

*Carrier text.messaging rates apply

.

